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A problem-solving process using the Theory  
of Didactical Situations: 500 lockers problem2

Extended summary12

Focusing on the active participation of individuals, Brousseau’s Theory of Didactical Sit-
uations [TDS] (2002) states that “Doing mathematics does not consist only of receiving, learn-
ing and sending correct, relevant (appropriate) mathematical messages” (p. 15). The didactical 
situation is made up of five phases which can be summarized briefly as; (i) devolution phase 
where the teacher transfers the responsibility to the students, (ii) the action phase where the 
students come up with new hypotheses on how to solve the problem, (iii) the formulation phase 
where the students articulate their hypothesis (iv) the validation phase where the hypotheses 
are tested for their validity, and finally (v) the institutionalization where the teacher offers pos-
sible solutions to the given problem and presents the problem in different contexts where the 
earlier solutions are the basis for understanding (Brousseau, 2002). 

The TDS constitutes the framework for this research since the students endeavor to ac-
quire knowledge on their own and, most importantly, since exploring how students learn with-
in the process, rather than how teachers teach the subject, is the baseline for the present re-
search. In this context, this study aims to examine the mathematical thinking skills of the stu-
dents in an adidactical situation through an inquiry-based problem solving. Therefore, the 
study is important in terms of providing a basis on how to conduct a didactical situation within 
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TDS, shifting the locker problem in a different context and examining the students’ behaviors 
in an environment which requires of them to get involved in higher thinking processes. 

Method. The participants of this case study were 16 voluntary undergraduate students. 
The locker problem was investigated to find out the mathematical thinking processes of the 
pre-service teachers. The problem is about opening and closing the doors of the multiples of 
all locker numbers respectively; i.e. first student opens all the doors, the second one closes the 
doors with even numbers, the third one changes the state of every third locker. “How many 
lockers will be open when all 500 students open or close the doors in the way described above?” 
The researchers’ notes, video camera recording, sketches of the groups on the delivered papers 
were used in the deductive analysis, in which the data were analyzed according to an existing 
framework (Patton, 2002, p.453). The data analysis was conducted according to the TDS con-
cepts, i.e., the stages of devolution, action, formulation, validation and institutionalization.

Results and Discussion. Devolution Stage: The aforementioned problem was introduced 
to the students and the expectations from the groups were stated in order to have an effec-
tive problem-solving process. Action Stage: The most important indicator of this phase was 
that the students passionately discussed the possible solutions within the groups and put forth 
their strategies.  Formulation Stage: The students who struggled for the solution through trial-
and-error search also made mathematically reasonable and acceptable deductions in this stage. 
Three hypotheses were suggested by the groups.

Hypothesis 1: The doors of the lockers numbered with 1, 4, 9, 18, 35, 68, 133, 262 are 
open.

Hypothesis 2: The doors of the lockers numbered with prime numbers are always closed. 
Hypothesis 3: The doors of the lockers numbered with perfect squares (1, 4, 9, 16,…  ) 

are open.
Validation Stage: The students started to discuss their arguments soon after they had 

shared the hypotheses. They were asked to provide justifications for what they thought about 
the truth of the statements suggested. Then the groups tried to convince the other groups about 
the truth of their arguments. Institutionalization Stage: The hypotheses which were stated and 
validated by the students themselves were expressed again explicitly. So the students are able to 
generalize the problem to 1000 lockers, or they can find out which lockers undergo two opera-
tions to decontextualize the problem and to reason further. 

Conclusion and Discussion. The students endeavored to hypothesize the solution and to 
verify or falsify these hypotheses. Furthermore, students interacted with the milieu to reach 
the conclusion in an additional trial and error approach. On the other hand, group discussions 
gave the students an opportunity to defend their hypotheses and argue for their statements on 
the basis of mathematical reasoning, as well as to present their mathematical arguments. Se-
shaiyer, Suh and Freeman (2012) also concluded that this problem was accessible to all students 
and the use of models, together with acting-out strategies, seemed to engage and motivate stu-
dents. In this research, however, students were made to think abstractly and create their own 
hypotheses. As a conclusion, it can be asserted that the students accomplished the five stages of 
adidactical learning situation willingly and unwittingly. The participants also expressed their 
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opinions about their experience in the milieu, stating that they enjoyed the process more than 
the product and adding that this experience had broadened their horizons and made them 
think about their future practices in the classroom. 

Keywords: Didactical situations, adidactical learning setting, problem solving, 500 lock-
ers problem.
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